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Guest Editorial:
Restarting the U.S.-Israel Relationship Depends on Palestinians, Too
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By Abraham H. Foxman
As someone who was critical of several steps by
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu during
the campaign leading up to his reelection, particularly
his decision to address Congress and his statement
seeming to reject a Palestinian state, I am even more
troubled by statements now coming out of the White
House calling for a reassessment of policy toward Israel, including a reconsideration of the historic American veto in the UN Security Council.
Let me be clear: I wish Mr. Netanyahu would do
more to solidify relations with Israel’s ally in America
and to stand up to those in Israel who seek to make
impossible a Palestinian state. None of this, however,
justifies what we are hearing from the Obama administration. Their reactions raise deeper questions about
their intentions and perspectives.
From the beginning of the Obama years, there was
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a disturbing indifference to the mindset of the Israeli
public, characterized by the president’s speech in
Cairo and focus on Israeli settlements as the key obstacle to peace.
Talk of “neither party willing to make sacrifices for peace,” and even seeming
to put the blame on Israel, simply disregarded the brutal reality of what Israelis
went through for a decade starting with the Camp David meeting in 2000. There,
a left-wing Israeli government, elected by a public hoping against hope that the
Palestinians were finally ready to abandon their decades-long struggle against Israel, offered a true two-state solution to the Palestinians. Not only was it rejected,
but violence and suicide bombs followed for years.
After that, Israeli leaders took two more steps toward that vaunted goal of two
states: first the gut-wrenching withdrawal from Gaza in 2005, and then the offer
by then-Prime Minister Ehud Olmert to Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas
in 2008. Israelis saw these initiatives rejected again, together with Hamas taking
over Gaza with its attendant rockets and war. In sum, Israelis saw an unrepentant foe still seemingly committed to irredentist goals.
Nothing much has changed since then on the Palestinian side. Hamas continues to control Gaza and, after another war, is seeking to rearm for the next conflict against Israel. And the Palestinian Authority has found every excuse to avoid
negotiations, making it clear to Israelis that Palestinian leaders are far more interested in turning the international community and the U.S. against Israel than to
resolving their internal problems and the conflict with Israel. Or put another way,
they seemed interested in achieving a Palestinian state only if it meant not having
to end the struggle against Israel.

What, therefore, would have been a reasonable response by Washington to
recent developments?
Resentment at Mr. Netanyahu’s sidestepping the president is understandable.
If there was concern about the election of a right-wing government, however, attention should have focused less on not liking what Israeli democracy produced
and more on examining why Israelis voted as they did and what can be done to
change that reality.
The answer lies not in the U.S. distancing itself from Israel, which will encourage Palestinians in their belief that they can have their cake and eat it, achieving
a state without accepting the legitimacy of the Jewish state. And it will reinforce
Israeli fears of being under siege.
Rather, it lies in doing something the administration has seemingly been reluctant to do: pressuring the Palestinians into finally making the qualitative leap toward accepting the legitimacy of the Jewish state. This and this alone could truly
change the dynamic of the conflict that has been troubling the world for so long.
Steps that would represent such change would include concrete indications of
finally recognizing Israel as a Jewish state, accepting that the Palestinian refugee
problem would be resolved within a new Palestinian state, declaring that a peace
accord would represent the end of the conflict and future demands and eliminating the hate campaigns in the media and schools against Israel and Jews.
The absence of any progress on all these issues over many years leaves Israelis
with the belief that not much has changed on the Palestinian side, and that they
need to tough it out until change comes.
There are good arguments against this Israeli approach even if there is no
change on the Palestinian side. Former Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon opted
for a unilateral initiative despite his belief that Israel currently had no peace partner. But as these elections show, most Israelis are ready to vote for security in the
current environment.
On the other hand, if real positive Palestinian change would occur, that would
generate the greatest impact for change on the Israeli side. A diminution of fears
about Palestinian intentions is the best formula for a more moderate Israeli electorate and Israeli policies.
This should be a time for healing between American and Israeli leaders. The
prime minister, the president and congressional leaders should not be trying to
score points at the expense of the other. Instead they should refocus on the common values and interests of the two nations and recognize that we both face many
common challenges in the Middle East.
Abraham H. Foxman is National Director of the Anti-Defamation League.

Traveling with Jewish Taste
It’s Shavuot. Got Milk?
By Carol Goodman Kaufman
Shavuot is just around the corner, and I’m already
thinking of ways to milk it for maximum deliciousness.
(I know, cheesy line.) Shavuot is the holiday on which
we traditionally eat lots of dairy. But why? The rabbis
give a plethora of explanations for the custom. Herein
are just a few I have chosen to rationalize my indulging in cheese blintzes and cheesecake.
First, of course, is the most obvious explanation for
those of us not heavily versed in scripture. The Torah
tells us in Exodus 3:8 that the Promised Land was
“flowing with milk and honey,” and in Song of Songs
4:11 that “milk and honey are under your tongue.”
Those looking for signs in the words of the Torah
may find a cosmic mandate to eat dairy since the initials of the four Hebrew
words in Numbers 28:26 (minha hadasha laShem bi’shavuotaychem) that describe the sacrificial meal offering on Shavuot, spell mei halav (from milk). This, of
course, suggests that cheese blintzes are a necessary item for the spring festival
menu.
If you happen to like gematria
(numerology), you will be thrilled to
see that the numerical equivalent of
the word halav (milk) is 40 (het=8,
lamed=30, vet=2). This correlates to
the number of days Moses spent on
Mount Sinai while awaiting receipt of
the Ten Commandments, as well as
to the number of years the Israelites
wandered in the desert before arriving
at the Promised Land.
Some scholars like to have a bit
of fun with wordplay. In the Book of
Psalms (68:16), Mount Sinai itself is
also called har gavnunim, or mount of
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majestic peaks. Gavnunim sounds like
g’vinah, or cheese. Hence, dairy for
Shavuot.
The most scholarly interpretation is one that explains that the Israelites, once
having accepted the Torah and its commandments, could no longer eat meat that
wasn’t kosher. So, until they could kasher some meat and get new utensils (there
was no Crate and Barrel nearby), dairy was all they had.
The irony of all this is that Jews and dairy tend not to get along, intestinally
speaking. We of the Tribe are disproportionately missing the enzyme that digests
lactose, so we should probably be getting a sponsorship from the Lactaid people
to help finance our dairy-laden groaning boards at Shavuot.

Labneh with Za’atar
Makes enough for a party appetizer
Back in the days of our forebears, milk would have gone bad quickly without
pasteurization or refrigeration, so our Israelite ancestors probably ate something like labneh, the strained yogurt that is so popular on today’s mezze
platter.
There’s no need to buy pre-made labneh when preparing it from scratch is
so easy and so delicious (and will so impress your friends).
Labneh
Ingredients:

Pita Chips with Za’atar
Ingredients:

1 quart plain Greek yogurt (Hey, it’s a
holiday – go for full-fat.)
1 teaspoon salt
Za’atar
Olive oil

4 large pieces pita bread – white or
whole wheat
2 tablespoons olive oil
3 tablespoons za’atar
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper

Directions:
Stir the salt into the yogurt
Spoon the yogurt mixture into a
strainer with a double lining of
cheesecloth that has been placed
over a bowl.
Draw up the cloth and tie it with a
string, rubber band, or twist tie.
Place in refrigerator for 24-36 hours,
letting all the liquid drip into the
bowl.
Spoon the labneh from the cheesecloth onto a plate and spread out to
the edge (make sure to use a plate
with a lip.
Drizzle olive oil over the top.
Sprinkle za’atar over all.
Serve with pita chips.

Directions:
Pre-heat oven to 350 degrees and
line two baking sheets with foil.
Spray with cooking spray and set
aside.
Using a pair of kitchen scissors, trim
the folded edge of the pita bread,
then cut into eight triangles, yielding sixteen chips per round of bread.
In a large bowl, toss the triangles
with olive oil and then sprinkle with
za’atar, salt and pepper.
Place the pita triangles in an even
layer on two baking sheets.
Bake until golden brown and crispy,
about 10-12 minutes.
Serve immediately with the labneh
and/or other dips, or store in an airtight container for up to 5 days.

Carol Goodman Kaufman is a psychologist and author with a passion for travel
and food. She is currently at work on a food history/cookbook, tracing the paths
that some of our favorite foods have taken from their origins to appear on dinner
plates and in cultural rites and artifacts around the world. She invites readers to
read her blog at carolgoodmankaufman.com and to follow her on Twitter
@goodmankaufman.

